Ms. Charly D. Miller
ENDORSES
JJ Wohlers
I met James J. Wohlers (“JJ”) in 1995 when we both were working as Denver General
paramedics. From the very beginning, JJ impressed me with his solid knowledge base, his
accurate patient assessment practices, and his consistently appropriate patient care provision.
During that time, JJ also demonstrated a substantial interest in, and significant knowledge of,
issues related to patient restraint.
Because of his substantial interest, when I needed to obtain photography for my restraint
asphyxia program in 1997, JJ was one of the first medics I asked to assist me. He readily
agreed to do so. Since then, JJ has appeared in the patient restraint and restraint asphyxia
slide shows I have presented (and shared with others) all over the globe!

After 5 years working as a City of Denver Paramedic (and Field Instructor), JJ moved back to
his home town of Grand Island, Nebraska, where he continues to work full-time as a Firefighter
Paramedic with the Grand Island Fire Department.
In addition to being an experienced care provider, JJ has long been an accomplished EMS
Instructor. He began specializing in restraint-related education in 2004, providing instruction to
EMS personnel as well as law enforcement officers.
In 2006 I began referring restraint asphyxia cases to JJ. (His first case required him to write a
Federal Rule 26 report!) Also since 2006, JJ has been assisting me with manuscript updates for
my EMT-B National Standards Self Test, and my Paramedic National Standards Self-Test. With
the 4th edition of my EMT-B Self-Test book, JJ will officially become my “coauthor.”
As you can see, James J. Wohlers is the individual to whom I am “passing the torch!” I have
the utmost confidence in his abilities, his integrity, his commitment and courage. If I didn’t, I’d let
the torch go out before passing it to someone who wasn’t capable of carrying it.
Sincerely Yours,
Ms. Charly D. Miller

